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Introduction



Who Is Here?



Housekeeping
• One hour session
• Use Zoom ‘raise hand’ tool
• Ask questions!
• Unmute!
• Use cell phone camera to scan resource 

QR codes
• Use chat box Image from https://spotme.com/blog/virtual-event-planner/



Participants will:
1) Describe why it is important to 
practice inclusion and the 
importance of inclusion for each 
and every child, 
2) Identify and apply practices 
and strategies to increase 
accessibility and participation for 
children with disabilities in playful 
STEM learning, and
3) Describe and apply a process 
for starting with children’s 
thinking and interests, and 
planning for and implementing 
inclusive playful learning 
experiences.



Strategies Shared During This Session are Aligned to NC 
Foundations
Approaches to Play and Learning (APL) 
Language Development and Communication (LDC): Learning 
to Communicate 
• Goal LDC-3: Children ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get information, or clarify something that is not 
understood. 

• Goal LDC-7: Children respond to and use a growing vocabulary. 

Cognitive Development (CD): Construction of Knowledge: 
Thinking and Reasoning, Mathematical Thinking and 
Expression, and Scientific Exploration and Knowledge 



What We Know

Children can develop the 
foundations for STEM 
learning right from infancy



Importance
Engaging in early STEM 
learning activities raises 
later reading, writing, 
literacy, and math 
scores.



STEM 
Opportunity Gap

Children with developmental 
delays and disabilities are 
especially denied 
opportunities to learn STEM.



Let’s Take a Test!



Question 1: Think about your own 
practice...

How often do you recognize the strengths, needs, interests, 
and abilities of children with disabilities?

How often do you recognize children’s thinking? Or, notice a 
child’s interests (e.g., toys, materials, activities, people) 
during everyday activities?



Question 2: Think about your own 
practice...

How often do you follow the lead of children with disabilities 
while he or she is engaged in everyday activities?

How often do you focus on what a child with a disability can 
do?



Question 3: Think about your own 
practice...

How often do you provide necessary supports, 
accommodations, or adaptations to maintain child 
engagement in activities?

How often do you make targeted modifications to the 
environment, materials, and instruction based on individual 
child goals and outcomes?



Question 4: Think about your own 
practice...

How often do you respond positively to a child’s attempts to 
repeat or practice the same behaviors or to try something 
new and different, during STEM experiences? How do you 
embed STEM with early literacy?



How did you do?

• Did you do this for some children? All children, including 
children with the most significant needs or who have 
historically been underserved?

• Thoughts?



Dignity and 
Disability

Barton Lab Resource on Dignity and 
Disability



“All children have the right to 
equitable learning 
opportunities that enable 
them to achieve their full 
potential as engaged 
learners and valued 
members of society”. 

~NAEYC Advancing Equity in Early 
Childhood Education



Developmentally 
Appropriate Practice

“Methods that promote each 
child’s optimal development 
and learning through a 
strengths-based, play-
based approach to joyful, 
engaged learning.”

https://www.naeyc.org/resources/position-
statements/dap/definition



W
here and how

 do 
w

e get started?



Presume Competence



Why Learning Trajectories

Doug Clements

“Any good teacher starts with where the child is. Then, the 
obvious question is: how do you identify where a child is 
going? You have to have an idea of the path, the road or 
trajectory, through which children develop these 
math/STEM ideas…”  



Starting with children’s thinking
• Children's thinking follows a 

path or developmental 
progression

• Foundational levels to more 
and more sophisticated ways of 
thinking as the path moves 
ahead

Learning trajectories approach



• Observe carefully 
• Really pay attention to 

what kids do, say, 
communicate in all 
ways

• New lens!

Where is the child on the path?



It’s about what 
children CAN do
Noticing HOW children 
are thinking is more 
critical and helpful 
than knowing if they 
got the ‘right’ 
answers. 

Strengths-based!



What do you see? 



Quote from NASEM
Conclusion 12
“When teachers are able to elicit, notice, 
value, and build on the many ideas, 
experiences, and communicative resources 
that children bring to the classroom, they 
can organize connections between 
children’s existing knowledge and curiosity 
and the environment around them, 
supporting children to continue to make 
sense of the natural and designed world.” 

– National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine, 2021



Learning Trajectories Approach

Goal Developmental Progression Instruction/Teaching

Where are you hoping to 
go?

The goal is grounded in 
content knowledge of the 
topic (science, technology, 

engineering, or math). 

Where are you now?
Children learn each 

successive level of thinking 
in the developmental 

progression. Children move 
through the progression via 

intentional teaching 
designed to building 

understanding.

How do you get there? Adult 
practices used to 

individualize STEM activities 
within the daily routine and 

environment.
Instructional tasks include 

the environment (temporal, 
physical, social), adult-child 
and peer interactions, and 
activities or experiences.



Embedding inclusion into learning trajectories
Goal Developmental Progression Instructional Tasks:

Adult practices used to 
individualize STEM activities 
within the daily routine and 

environment

Materials

Instruction

Environment, 

activities, and routines

01 02 03

For example, room set-up, equipment, how an activity is 
done, length of time)

For example, adding information, 
reducing steps

For example, modifications to toys, materials, AT 
devices)

STEP STEP
STEP



Component Myth Learning Trajectories

Goal Narrow behavioral 
objective

“big ideas”—clusters of concepts & skills(math 
proficiencies), central and coherent, consistent with 
children’s thinking, and generative of future learning

Developmental
Progression

Sequence of skills in 
“small steps”

Broad levels of learning; patterns of thinking

Instructional
Activities

Either rote-skill based
Or 
Generic

Connected to each level of the developmental 
progression.
Designed to promote thinking at that level–the actions-
on-objects (often right in the activity—unitizing, 
composing, etc.)

Learning Trajectories Broken down skill 
sequence all follow in 
lock step

Building up children from and through their natural ways 
of thinking

Credit to Drs. Julie Sarama and Doug Clements



A Guide to Adaptations



A G
uide to Teaching 

Practices



STEM Opportunities Can Be Incorporated into 
Everyday Routines and Activities

Think about your favorite STEM Activities!  



Everyday STEM Talk: 30 Reframing Ideas for Everyday 
Moments



STEM
 In D

aily 
R

outines 

• Getting dressed
• Eating, cooking
• Knowing first-then conditionals
• Ordering items and toys
• Building, stacking, creating
• Problem solving (debugging, redoing, 

making things happen)
• Trial and error toys and tasks 
• Bath time
• Outdoors 
• Reading
• Maps



Video examples



Gabe

Routines Planning-What are we doing to address the 
outcome?

STEM connection

Meal time • The family will provide tools within reach 
so that Gabe can independently feed 
himself

• Sequencing
• First-then
• The family will narrate: First 

prunes, then waffles

Goals: 
• Gabe will participate independently during mealtime by using 

utensils to feed himself. 





Discussion

What else do you think the caregiver 
could do to support the child’s STEM 
learning? 

How is this STEM learning?
- What do you see the child doing?
- What strategies do you see the adult 
using?

How was the caregiver providing an 
opportunity for STEM learning in everyday 
routines and activities? 



https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_routin
es_everyday_activity%3A58

https://stemie.fpg.unc.edu/resources?f%5B0%5D=field_routines_everyday_activity%3A58




Discussion

How is this activity STEM learning?

- What do you see the children doing?

- What strategies do you see the adult 
using?

What else do you think the adult could 
do to support children's STEM learning? 



To do 
Naturalistic 
Instruction 
well we 
must do the 
following:

Reinforce Reinforce correct responses with access to the preferred 
item (ideally what the child was engaged with)

Scaffold Scaffold prompts to promote skill development 

Wait Provide the opportunity for the learner to initiate the 
interaction by using wait time

Set up
Set up and make adaptations to the instructional 
environment and materials to contain preferred or favorite 
items that will promote child engagement



Reflection

In you role, what is one action step you 
can take NOW to promote inclusive STEM 
opportunities for young children with 
disabilities? 



stemie.fpg.unc.edu

facebook.com/STEMIIEE/

twitter.com/stemiiee

stemie@unc.edu

pinterest.com/stemie_FPG/

Follow Us

mailto:stemie@unc.edu
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